DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION
SAN DIEGO COAST DISTRICT
NORTH SECTOR
ORGANIZED NON-AQUATIC FITNESS ACTIVITIES ON THE STATE BEACHES

PUBLIC INPUT
September 15, 2014 at 6:00 p.m.

COMMENTS

1. Future use should not take away from public use.
2. Better communication on availability of the volleyball courts/beach areas.
3. 27 of the 30 attendees do not want volleyball concessions.
4. Concessions should be a minor presence.
5. Volleyball should be free of charge.
6. Needs to be signage to regulate use.
7. Leave Ponto alone!
8. Yoga on the beach is fine (as a concession).
9. CVAC can keep doing what they are doing but we don’t like the charging and they should use temporary (portable) courts.
10. Permanent courts should be left open/free for public use.
11. Increase the number of permanent courts to accommodate public demand.
12. A prospective concessionaire was present that wants to put umbrellas and chairs on the beach as another approach to beach use.